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a massive issue… 



Inequalities  on housing costs 



Housing fosters inequalities:  

 a natural disaster? 

Evolution of housing cost between poor and non-poor 
households(2008-2013) 

 
Within 5 countries where 
difference increased most, 4 
were under « memorandum of 
understanding ». 
 
Institutions need to be more 
clearly contributive to social 
justice. 
 
(Luxembourg, 11th, with +4,50) 
 



Three key factors for housing exclusion 

Speculative bubbles. Crash every ten years : evictions,  

prices drop, construction stops ,junk bonds,  all economy in a mess. 
New Bubble. (7 million repossession in USA (2007-2011), 92 000 jobs 
lost in France (2012-2016). 

Demographic change. Life expetency, divorce, migration 

from shrinking areas. 7,2 million households move each year.   
External migration have a residual impact on demand.  

Homeless by restriction on rights  
- Young people (no access to minimum income) 
- Migrants  (barriers in access to social housing, to welfare State) 
- Disable people (desinstitutionnalisation, without adapted 

provisions) 



Other 

inequalities : 

 

Chances to 

be deprived 

when you 

are poor 

+ 

Chances to 

be evicted 
(general population) 



Other 

inequalities : 

 

Risk to live in 

a cold home 

when you  

are poor 



Other 

inequalities : 

 
Access to  

public transportation  

in low density area 

 
(income interquartile rate) 

Eastern and  
mediterranean  
countries 



Other 

inequalities : 

 
Gender effect 

 
Generally not a huge gender 

effect, less risk for women to 

be in severe deprivation, but 

more risk to be under cost 

overburden. 

Differences between countries 

would justify a sight on wlefare 

systems and update criteria for 

allowances… 



European Index  

on Housing Exclusion 
 

Luxembourg on top… 

No overlap between social models and housing justice. 
 
Inequality mainly in South and East, but exceptions  
(Estonia, Denmark) and need to see future trends (i.e. 
impact of reforms from PM Cameron in England) 
 
5 countries in a worrying situation : Latvia, Romania, 
Bulgaria, Hungary and Greece. 
 
  

(overburden, arrears, overcrowding, deprivation, fuel poverty)  



Pros and cons in Luxembourg 

- Good on share of householdds overburden (6th), but 
worrying trend (20th on evolution from 2008) 

 

- Average 9th on housing arrears (rent/mortgage), but excellent 
2nd on bill arears. Weird 28th on forced eviction…(?) 

 

- 3rd on capacity yo warm one’s home, but 10th on severe 
material deprivation.  

 

- Very good to limit over-risk due to age, (3rd) to fall in severe 
deprivation,  same  for women (4th). Not as keen with youg 
people (14th) 

 



What can we do ? 

• Land collective control 

 

• Urban planning and architecture revolution. 

 

• Community development vs. social work : the 
Welfare Ourselves. 

 

• Share the wealth: taxation revolution. 



Why not build our own cathedral ? 

$1.000bn worldwide investment fund  

for sustainable housing 

 
- Need to foster productive economy 

- Need to spread low qualified jobs 

- Need to stabilize demographic moves 

- Need for a « climate friendly » construction sector 

- Need for more visibly useful institutions for citizens 

- Investment public tools, savings, sovereign funds : means are 
not far.  

A Russian puppet to start at a EU level…? 

 

 



 

Thank you 

muhry@fap.fr 

In memory of Christine, 
for whom I was too long  
to find a solution,  
as for too many others... 


